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Myeongdong CGV 

"Complete Movie Experience"

A chain of movie theaters that has locations all over the city, CGV ensures

that their theaters are appointed with first-rate facilities so that movie-

goers can truly enjoy a show. The Myeongdong location is no different. A

multi-plex, this theater offers five screens for your viewing pleasure, and it

shows the latest South Korean hits as well as Hollywood's latest offering.

Besides, the building in which the theater is located also houses a number

of shops, stores, and restaurants, so you can make a day of the affair.

 +82 2 1544 1122  www.cgv.co.kr/theater/theater/Defa

ult.aspx?theaterCode=09

 Myeongdong2-ga 83-5, Avatar Building

8F, Seul
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Central 6 Cinema 

"Modern Cinema with Comfortable Seats"

This multiplex building offers six cinemas accommodating 2,400. Unlike

many other theaters in Korea, Central 6 Cinema is completely automated.

It features a special system that enables patrons to see what movies are

screening. Seats are spacious and comfortable, with enough leg-room to

keep the taller movie-buffs happy. While you are in the vicinity, check out

Youngpung Bookstore or JW Marriott Seoul, or indulge in a spot of

shopping. For all the latest films in Korea, this is the place to come.

 +82 2 6282 1900  19-3 Banpo 4-dong, Seul
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IMAX Theatre 

"Larger Than Life"

For the ultimate experience in cinema, catch an IMAX film. The film used

is ten times the size of regular 35—millimeter film and projected onto a

six—story tall screen. Members of the audience can really feel they are

part of the scene. Six large speakers placed around the theater provide

excellent stereophonic sound. For non—Korean speakers, small

earphones providing English, French, Japanese or Chinese translations

are provided free of charge. Films last approximately 40 minutes.

 +82 2 789 5866  DLI63 Building,, Taebang (Line 1) or Youinaru (Line 5)

Subway Station;, Seul
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Mega Box-COEX 

"Movie Time"

There are 16 screens and one three-dimensional screen in this movie

metroplex, thousands of people can watch a movie at the same time.

Megabox is one of the biggest movie theater in Korea. The sound system

is nothing short of superb. One interesting feature is the seating; many

seats have no armrest between them making them ideal for courting

couples. There are also support cushions for children to enable them to

see the screen better. Near the complex are plenty of places for people to

eat and drink.
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